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          WebViewer Version: 8.0.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Unable to access WidgetAnnotation class and functions; code sample returns ‘typeof’ class instead of instance

Howdy,

We’re very new to PDFTron. Currently trying to apply styling to form fields, working from these support articles;
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We’re working in Typescript, rather than pure JS.

When we try replicate the code from the samples, the ‘getCustomStyles’ and ‘getContainerCustomStyles’ functions aren’t recognised when we call it them on Annotations.WidgetAnnotation. It seems that this is returning ‘typeof WidgetAnnotation’, rather than an actual instance of the class.

Anyone able to offer any pointers?

Thanks in advance!

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Adding custom styles to read only checkboxes
                    


                    How to catch event click/focus to widgetAnnotation( textField, checkbox, ...)?
                    

                    Field argument to DigitalSignatureField constructor is not valid
                    

                    How to upload a Image as a Stamp
                    

                    Multiple links in Annotation, associateLink not found
                    

                    Styling form fields
                    

                    instance.UI.updateElement not updating "hidden" property
                    

                    Text annotation is not select text when create and can not start typing to change text in iPad/iPhone
                    

                    How can I create new RubberStampCreateTool and have another set of stamps in it?
                    

                    PDF file loading slowly, on pdftron react application, how do I optimize it
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          Hi there

Have you had a chance to review this sample demo https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/web/samples/forms/#customizing-form-fields there is a code sample and live code.
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          I have, yes - it was linked from one of the articles I posted in the original question.

I’ve worked around the issue by bypassing the Typescript type-checking when access the relevent properties; e.g.;

Annotations.WidgetAnnotation['getCustomStyles']


That’s done the job for now!
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